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MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited have announced the inaugural of the first superfast charging EV station in Nagpur.

The facility is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in part of MG Motors commitment
to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem.

The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80 per cent in 50 minutes at the facility.

Talking about the development, MG Motor India Chief Commercial Officer Gaurav Gupta said, the partnership, which has further
strengthened the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the
adoption of cleaner and greener mobility solutions.

Superior EV adoption

Gupta said they are confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. He added: With Tata Power as partner,
a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.

From Tata Power, its New Business Services chief Rajesh Naik said, Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose
one of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment.

Stating that they are heavily committed to sustainable energy solutions, Naik added: Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates
our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpurs first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning
and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting transformation.

MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad.

On the other hand, Tata Power, has established an elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with more than 200 charging points in 24 cities
under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital platform to facilitate a smooth and easy customer experience.

(With inputs from Automotive Lead Research Team)
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- The move is a part of the partnership between both the brands to deploy charging stations across the country

- The MG can be charged up to 80 per cent in 50 minutes at the facility

MG Motor India and Power Corporation have inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in the city. The move is a part of MGs
recent partnership with Tata Power for the deployment of 50 kW DC superfast charging stations across the country.

The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MGs commitment to providing a five-way charging ecosystem. The

can be charged up to 80 per cent in 50 minutes at the facility.

Other charging options with the MG ZS include a free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the customers home/office, extended
charging network, a cable to charge anywhere, and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).

MG Motor India has a total of 10 superfast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities including Delhi-NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an EV Charging ecosystem with over 200
charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand.

Speaking on the inauguration, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging
ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner
and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as
a partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
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The company aims to offer enhanced convenience and ease of ownership to EV users by setting up public fast-charging stations
across the country. The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards
and is in line with MG's commitment to providing a 5-way charging ecosystem.
The MG ZS EV customers can charge their SUV by up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility. Other charging options with the MG ZS,
India's first pure electric internet SUV - include - free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the customer's home/office, extended
charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities. This includes New Delhi-NCR,
Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad. The company will be expanding its sales of ZS EV electric-SUV in 10 new cities
across the country. As a result, these dealerships will be equipped with a SuperFast 50 kW charging stations as well here are more
details.
Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities
under the EZ Charge brand. The brand is also offering a digital platform to find and use the charging stations for EV users.
Speaking on the inauguration, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, "Further strengthening the EV charging
ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner
and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as
a partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together."
Commenting on the inauguration, Mr Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, "Now, more than ever, businesses
have to work with a purpose - one of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are
heavily committed to sustainable energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to
the EV migration in India. Nagpur's first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding
more cities to this exciting transformation."
Thoughts About The MG Motor Inaugurating First Superfast Charging EV Station In Nagpur
MG Motor India has been at the forefront of providing various solution to EV users and helps provide a hassle-free and convenient
ownership experience. The public fast-charging stations are gradually increasing across the country, which will help gain a significant
driving range in a short period.
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The company aims to offer enhanced convenience and ease of ownership to EV users by setting up public fast-charging stations
across the country. The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards
and is in line with MG's commitment to providing a 5-way charging ecosystem.
The MG ZS EV customers can charge their SUV by up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility. Other charging options with the MG ZS,
India's first pure electric internet SUV - include - free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the customer's home/office, extended
charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities. This includes New Delhi-NCR,
Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad. The company will be expanding its sales of ZS EV electric-SUV in 10 new cities
across the country. As a result, these dealerships will be equipped with a SuperFast 50 kW charging stations as well here are more
details.
Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities
under the EZ Charge brand. The brand is also offering a digital platform to find and use the charging stations for EV users.
Speaking on the inauguration, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, "Further strengthening the EV charging
ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner
and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as
a partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together."
Commenting on the inauguration, Mr Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, "Now, more than ever, businesses
have to work with a purpose - one of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are
heavily committed to sustainable energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to
the EV migration in India. Nagpur's first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding
more cities to this exciting transformation."
Thoughts About The MG Motor Inaugurating First Superfast Charging EV Station In Nagpur
MG Motor India has been at the forefront of providing various solution to EV users and helps provide a hassle-free and convenient
ownership experience. The public fast-charging stations are gradually increasing across the country, which will help gain a significant
driving range in a short period.
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The company aims to offer enhanced convenience and ease of ownership to EV users by setting up public fast-charging stations
across the country. The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards
and is in line with MG's commitment to providing a 5-way charging ecosystem.
The MG ZS EV customers can charge their SUV by up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility. Other charging options with the MG ZS,
India's first pure electric internet SUV - include - free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the customer's home/office, extended
charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities. This includes New Delhi-NCR,
Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad. The company will be expanding its sales of ZS EV electric-SUV in 10 new cities
across the country. As a result, these dealerships will be equipped with a SuperFast 50 kW charging stations as well here are more
details.
Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities
under the EZ Charge brand. The brand is also offering a digital platform to find and use the charging stations for EV users.
Speaking on the inauguration, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, "Further strengthening the EV charging
ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner
and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as
a partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together."
Commenting on the inauguration, Mr Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, "Now, more than ever, businesses
have to work with a purpose - one of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are
heavily committed to sustainable energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to
the EV migration in India. Nagpur's first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding
more cities to this exciting transformation."
Thoughts About The MG Motor Inaugurating First Superfast Charging EV Station In Nagpur
MG Motor India has been at the forefront of providing various solution to EV users and helps provide a hassle-free and convenient
ownership experience. The public fast-charging stations are gradually increasing across the country, which will help gain a significant
driving range in a short period.
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MG Motor, Tata Power open first superfast EV charging station in Nagpur
https://auto.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/industry/mg-motor-tata-power-opens-first-superfast-ev-charging-stationin-nagpur/78912517

MG claims that its electric SUV ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at such facilities. New Delhi: MG Motor India and Tata
Power Corporation Limited on Wednesday inaugurated the first superfast EV charging station in Nagpur. It is part of MGs partnership
with Tata Power for the deployment of 50 KW DC superfast charging stations across the country.According to a company release, the
public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards. MG claims that its
electric SUV ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at such facilities. MG Motor India has 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging
stations across its dealerships in New Delhi-NCR, Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad. The company plans to expand
further. Gaurav Gupta, chief commercial officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur,
the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region.Rajesh Naik, chief - new business services,
Tata Power, said, Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpurs
first-ever superfast EV charging station is just the beginning, and we look forward to adding more cities to this exciting transformation.
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MG Motor, Tata Power open first superfast EV charging station in Nagpur
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The public charging station to enable cars such as MG ZS EV to attain 80 percent charge (SoS) in just 50 minutes.
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited has inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in the city of Nagpur.
Further strengthening the electric vehicle ecosystem, the move is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of
50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across the country.
The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MGs commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80 percent in 50 minutes at the facility.
Other charging options with the MG ZS include free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the customers home/office, extended
charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).
Speaking on the inauguration, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging
ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner
and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as
partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Commenting on the inauguration, Mr. Rajesh Naik, Chief New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses
have to work with a purpose one of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are
heavily committed to sustainable energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to
the EV migration in India. Nagpurs first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding
more cities to this exciting transformation.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy & smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and operating
models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
MG ZS EV starts at an attractive price of INR 20.88 lakhs (ex-showroom, Nagpur). In less than a year of its launch, MG has rolled-out
more than 1,000 ZS EVs from its Halol manufacturing unit in Gujarat. The ZS EV comes with the eShield, with free-of-charge 5-year
manufacturer warranty for unlimited kilometers on the car, 8 yrs /150k km warranty on battery and includes round-the-clock roadside
assistance (RSA) for a period of 5 years, for private registered cars.
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MG Motor, Tata Power inaugurate Nagpur's first superfast EV charging station
https://auto.hindustantimes.com/auto/news/mg-motor-tata-power-inaugurate-nagpur-s-first-superfast-ev-charging-station41603877928708.html

MG Motor and Tata Power on Wednesday inaugurated the first superfast EV charging station in the city of Nagpur. The public charging
station can power electric vehicles to 80% battery in just 50 minutes.

MG, which launched the ZS EV in India earlier this year, has also been working towards boosting the supporting infrastructure to make
such vehicles more popular among car buyers. As such, its partnership with Tata Power seeks to establish several 50 KW DC superfast
charging points across the country. The car maker has 10 such super fast charging points in five cities - Delhi-NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru and Hyderabad, with Nagpur now joining the list. "Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur,
the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions," said Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, in a press statement issued by MG Motor India. "We feel confident that it will
pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy,
we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together."

MG also provides an AC fast charger free-of-cost for owners of ZS EV and this is installed at the preferred location of the customer.
The company states it has so far rolled out more than 1,000 ZS EVs from its plant in Halol. The EV also comes with free-of-charge 5year manufacturer warranty for unlimited kilometers and 8 yrs /150k km warranty on the battery.

MG says while it is determined to establish ZS EV as a strong contender in the EV space, it is also determined to play a role in
contributing to the supporting infrastructure and that its partnership with Tata Power is towards this end.
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MG Motor, Tata Power inaugurate first superfast EV charging station in Nagpur
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MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in the city. Further strengthening the
electric vehicle ecosystem, the move is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW DC superfast charging
stations across the country.

The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MGs commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility.
Other charging options with the MG ZS, Indias first pure electric internet SUV include - free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the
customers home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside
Assistance).

Gaurav Gupta, chief commercial officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the
partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned
major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.

Rajesh Naik, chief - new business services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose one of
which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily committed to sustainable
energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpurs
first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting
transformation.

MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy & smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and operating
models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
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MG Motor, Tata Power inaugurate first superfast EV charging station in Nagpur
https://flexautocar.com/news/mg-motor-india-and-tata-power-inaugurate-first-superfast-ev-charging-station-in-nagpur/
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in the city. Further strengthening the
electric vehicle ecosystem, the move is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW DC superfast charging
stations across the country.

The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MGs commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility.
Other charging options with the MG ZS, Indias first pure electric internet SUV include - free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the
customers home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside
Assistance).

Gaurav Gupta, chief commercial officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the
partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned
major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.

Rajesh Naik, chief - new business services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose one of
which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily committed to sustainable
energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpurs
first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting
transformation.

MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy & smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and operating
models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
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With Tata Power, MG Motor opens Superfast Charging EV station in Nagpur
https://namastecar.com/with-tata-power-mg-motor-opens-superfast-charging-ev-station-in-nagpur/

Nagpur, October 28, 2020: MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited today inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV
station in the city. Further strengthening the electric vehicle ecosystem, the move is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power
for deployment of 50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across the country.

The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MGs commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility.
Other charging options with the MG ZS, Indias first pure electric internet SUV include free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the
customers home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside
Assistance).

Speaking on the inauguration, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging
ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner
and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as
partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.

Commenting on the inauguration, Rajesh Naik, Chief New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses
have to work with a purpose one of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are
heavily committed to sustainable energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to
the EV migration in India. Nagpurs first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding
more cities to this exciting transformation.

MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy & smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and operating
models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.

MG ZS EV starts at an attractive price of INR 20.88 lakhs (ex-showroom, Nagpur). In less than a year of its launch, MG has rolled-out
more than 1,000 ZS EVs from its Halol manufacturing unit in Gujarat. The ZS EV comes with the eShield, with free-of-charge 5-year
manufacturer warranty for unlimited kilometers on the car, 8 yrs /150k km warranty on battery and includes round-the-clock roadside
assistance (RSA) for a period of 5 years, for private registered cars. Apart from eShield, the company has also entered in to a strategic
alliance with CarDekho.com who would be offering a pioneering 3-50 plan. CarDekho.com shall provide guaranteed buyback to ZS
EV customers at a residual value of 50% upon completion of three years of ownership.
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MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited today inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in the city of Nagpur.
The move is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across the
country. The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in
line with MGs commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the
facility.

The MG ZS EV can be charged to 80% using this super fast charging station

Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in
the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a
distinct synergy together.

MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities

MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy & smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and operating
models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
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MG And Tata Power Inaugurate First Superfast EV Charging Station In Nagpur
https://newslivenation.in/mg-and-tata-power-inaugurate-first-superfast-ev-charging-station-innagpur/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=mg-and-tata-power-inaugurate-first-superfast-ev-chargingstation-in-nagpur

MG Motor India And Tata Power Employees on the inauguration of the charging station

MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited at the moment inaugurated the primary Superfast Charging EV station within the
metropolis of Nagpur. The transfer is a part of MGs latest partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW DC Superfast Charging
Stations throughout the nation. The public EV charging station is accessible to all autos suitable with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging
requirements and is according to MGs dedication to offer a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV may be charged as much as
80% in 50 minutes on the facility.

The MG ZS EV may be charged to 80% utilizing this tremendous quick charging station

Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, stated, We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption
in the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a
distinct synergy together.

MG Motor India has a complete of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations throughout its dealerships in 5 cities

Comments

MG Motor India has a complete of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations throughout its dealerships in 5 cities New Delhi- NCR,
Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with related expansions to extra cities. Tata Power, however, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging factors in 24 completely different cities beneath the EZ Charge model together
with a digital platform to facilitate a simple & easy buyer expertise. The MG-Tata Power partnership will contain core values and
working fashions which are according to their current customer-centric strategy.

For the most recent auto information and opinions, comply with carandbike.com on Twitter, Facebook, and subscribe to our YouTube
channel.
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View Photos MG Motor India And Tata Power Employees on the inauguration of the charging station
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited in the present day inaugurated the primary Superfast Charging EV station within
the metropolis of Nagpur. The transfer is a part of MG's latest partnership with Tata Power for deployment of fifty KW DC Superfast
Charging Stations throughout the nation. The public EV charging station is on the market to all automobiles appropriate with CCS/
CHAdeMO fast-charging requirements and is consistent with MG's dedication to supply a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV
will be charged as much as 80% in 50 minutes on the facility.
The MG ZS EV will be charged to 80% utilizing this tremendous quick charging station
Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, mentioned, We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV
adoption in the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will
create a distinct synergy together.
MG Motor India has a complete of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations throughout its dealerships in 5 cities
Comments
MG Motor India has a complete of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations throughout its dealerships in 5 cities New Delhi- NCR,
Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with comparable expansions to extra cities. Tata Power, then again, has established
an elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging factors in 24 completely different cities underneath the EZ Charge model
together with a digital platform to facilitate a straightforward &amp; clean buyer expertise. The MG-Tata Power partnership will contain
core values and working fashions which are consistent with their current customer-centric method.
For the most recent auto news and reviews , observe carandbike.com on Twitter Facebook , and subscribe to our YouTube channel.
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MG Motor and Tata Power inaugurate 50 KW DC EV charging station in Nagpur
In a bid to strengthen the electric vehicle ecosystem further, MG Motor India along with Tata Power Corporation Limited, has
inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in Nagpur. This move is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for
deployment of 50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across the country.
The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MGs commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility.
Other charging options with the MG ZS, Indias first pure electric internet SUV include - free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the
customers home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside
Assistance).
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy & smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and operating
models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the
partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned
major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose one of
which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily committed to sustainable
energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpurs
first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting
transformation. (MT)
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MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited today inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in the city of Nagpur.
The move is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across the
country. The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in
line with MGs commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the
facility.

The MG ZS EV can be charged to 80% using this super fast charging station

Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in
the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a
distinct synergy together.

MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities

0 Comments

MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy & smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and operating
models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
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MG Motor India and Tata Power employees at the inauguration of the charging station

MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited today inaugurated the first Superfast EV charging station in the city of Nagpur.
This decision is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for the deployment of 50 KW Superfast DC charging stations across
the country. The public electric vehicle charging station is available for all vehicles compatible with CCS / CHAdeMO fast charging
standards and is in line with MGs commitment to provide a 5-lane charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in
50 minutes on site.

The MG ZS EV can be charged to 80% using this super fast charging station ALSO READ Children among 40 injured after train and
school bus collision near Palmerston North

Gaurav Gupta, Commercial Director of MG Motor India, said: We are confident that this will pave the way for higher adoption of EVs
in the region. With Tata Power as a partner, a recognized player in the field of renewable energies, we are convinced that together we
will create a distinct synergy.

MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations in its dealerships in five cities ALSO READ Migrant whose journey
from Sudan ended in a converted army barracks

MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50kW charging stations in its dealerships in five cities New Delhii-NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru and Hyderabad with similar extensions in other cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has implemented an
elaborate EV charging ecosystem with more than 200 charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand as well as a
digital platform to facilitate a simple and smooth customer experience. . The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and
operating models consistent with their current customer-centric approach.

For the latest automotive news and reviews, follow TBEN.com on Twitter, Facebook and subscribe to our YouTube channel.
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MG Motor India, Tata Power inaugurates first superfast charging EV station in city
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MG Motor India and Tata Power inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in city. The move is to further strengthen the
electric vehicle ecosystem in the country, which will see the deployment of 50kW DC superfast charging across the country.
This new public EV charging vehicle is compatible with CCS/CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with the carmakers
commitment to provide a 5-way charging system. With this fast charger, the MG ZS EV can be charged upto 80% in 50 minutes.
MG Motor India says that the other charging options with the ZS electric SUV include free of cost AC fast-charger installation at the
customers office, extended charging network and a cable charger.
Chief Commercial Officer of MG Motor India Gaurav Gupta said that with the further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in
Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adaptation of cleaner and greener
mobility solutions .
Mr Gupta said that they are very confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as partner
we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Mr Rajesh Naik, chief of New Business Services of Tata Power said, Now more than ever business have to be with a purpose i.e. to
ensure responsibility of protecting our environment. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to
the EV migration in India and Nagpurs first-ever superfast charging EV station is just the beginning.
Presently, MG Motor India has a total of 10 Superfast 50kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities- New Delhi, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bangalore and Hyderabad.
Tata Power has also established elaborate EV charging ecosystem with over 200 charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ
charge brand along with a digital platform to falicitate an easy and smooth customer experience.
The MG-Tata Power partnership aims to involve core values and operating models that are in line with their existing customer-centric
approach.
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MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited today inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in the city of Nagpur.
The move is part of MG's recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across the
country. The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in
line with MG's commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the
facility.
The MG ZS EV can be charged to 80% using this super fast charging station
Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in
the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a
distinct synergy together.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities
0 Comments
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy & smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and operating
models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
For the latest auto news and reviews, follow carandbike.com on Twitter, Facebook, and subscribe to our YouTube channel.
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MG Motor India and Tata Power have inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in Nagpur, Maharashtra. The move is part of
the partnership to further strengthen the electric vehicle ecosystem in the country, which will see the deployment of 50kW DC superfast
charging stations across the country.
The new public EV charging station can be accessed by all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is
in line with the carmaker's commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. Using the fast charger, the MG ZS EV can be charged
up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility.
MG Motor India says the other charging options with the ZS electric SUV include - free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the
customers home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside
Assistance).
Gaurav Gupta, chief commercial officer, MG Motor India said, Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the
partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned
major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Rajesh Naik, chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose one of
which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily committed to sustainable
energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpurs
first-ever superfast charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting
transformation.
At present, MG Motor India has a total of 10 Superfast 50kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi- NCR,
Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bangalore, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities.
Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with over 200 charging points in 24 different
cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital platform to facilitate an easy and smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata
Power partnership aims to involve core values and operating models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
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Public charging station to enable cars such as ZS EV to attain 80% charge in 50 minutes.
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited has inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in the city. Further
strengthening the electric vehicle ecosystem, the move is part of MG's recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW
DC Superfast Charging Stations across the country.
The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MG's commitment to providing a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility.
Other charging options with the MG ZS, India's first pure electric internet SUV include - free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the
customer's home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside
Assistance).
Speaking on the inauguration, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India , said, Further strengthening the EV charging
ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner
and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as
partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Commenting on the inauguration, Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses
have to work with a purpose one of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are
heavily committed to sustainable energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to
the EV migration in India. Nagpur's first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding
more cities to this exciting transformation.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy &amp; smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and
operating models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
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- The move is a part of the partnership between both the brands to deploy charging stations across the country
- The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80 per cent in 50 minutes at the facility
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation have inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in the city. The move is a part of
MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for the deployment of 50 kW DC superfast charging stations across the country.
The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MGs commitment to providing a five-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80 per cent in 50 minutes at the
facility. Other charging options with the MG ZS include a free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the customers home/office,
extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere, and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).
MG Motor India has a total of 10 superfast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities including Delhi-NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an EV Charging ecosystem with over 200
charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand.
Speaking on the inauguration, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging
ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner
and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as
a partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
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The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MGs commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem.
By Ameya Naik
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited today inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in the city of Nagpur.
The move is part of MG's recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across the
country. The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in
line with MG's commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the
facility.
The MG ZS EV can be charged to 80% using this super fast charging station
Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in
the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a
distinct synergy together.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy &amp; smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and
operating models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
Powered by Firework
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MG Motor India and Tata Power have inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in Nagpur, Maharashtra. The move is part of
the partnership to further strengthen the electric vehicle ecosystem in the country, which will see the deployment of 50kW DC superfast
charging stations across the country.
The new public EV charging station can be accessed by all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is
in line with the carmaker's commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. Using the fast charger, the MG ZS EV can be charged
up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility.
MG Motor India says the other charging options with the ZS electric SUV include - free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the
customer's home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside
Assistance).
Gaurav Gupta, chief commercial officer, MG Motor India said, "Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the
partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned
major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together."
Rajesh Naik, chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, "Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose - one
of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily committed to sustainable
energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpur's
first-ever superfast charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting
transformation."
At present, MG Motor India has a total of 10 Superfast 50kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi- NCR,
Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bangalore, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities.
Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with over 200 charging points in 24 different
cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital platform to facilitate an easy and smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata
Power partnership aims to involve core values and operating models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
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AdvertisementMG Motor had recently partnered with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW DC superfast charging stations across the
country
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited today inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in the city. Further
strengthening the electric vehicle ecosystem, the move is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW
DC superfast charging stations across the country.
Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose one of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our
environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily committed to sustainable energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates
our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpurs first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning
and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting transformation, noted Rajesh Naik, chief New Business Services,
Tata Power.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV charging ecosystem with 200+ charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy &amp; smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and
operating models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
Advertisement
Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging
ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior
EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we
will create a distinct synergy together, said Gaurav Gupta, chief commercial officer, MG Motor India.
MG has rolled-out more than 1,000 ZS EVs from its Halol manufacturing unit in Gujarat.
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The Public charging station, put up by MG Motor India and Tata Power, can enable cars such as the ZS EV to attain 80% charge in
50 minutes.
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited have inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in Nagpur. The move
is a part of MG's recent partnership with Tata Power for the deployment of 50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across the country.
The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MG's commitment to providing a 5-way charging ecosystem.
The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility. Other charging options with the MG ZS include - free-of-cost
AC fast-charger installation at the customer's home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-onthe-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).
Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the
partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as a partner, a renowned
major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose one
of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily committed to sustainable
energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpur's
first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting
transformation.
Also Watch:
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi-NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with over 200 charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy and smooth customer experience.
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The move is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50kW DC superfast charging stations across the
country. HIGHLIGHTS
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in Nagpur. The move is part
of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for the deployment of 50kW DC superfast charging stations across the country. The public
EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with MGs
commitment to providing a 5-way charging ecosystem.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 superfast 50kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV charging ecosystem with 200+ charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy &amp; smooth customer experience.
MG Motor currently retails one electric vehicle in its portfolio, the MG ZS EV with prices starting from Rs 20.88 lakh (ex-showroom,
India). The ZS EV comes with the eShield, a free-of-charge 5-year manufacturer warranty for unlimited kilometers on the car, 8 yrs
/150k km warranty on battery and includes round-the-clock roadside assistance (RSA) for a period of 5 years.
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MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited have inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in the city. Further
strengthening the electric vehicle ecosystem, the move is part of MG's fresh partnership with Tata Power for positioning of 50 KW DC
superfast charging stations across the country.
The public EV charging station is accessible to all vehicles attuned with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MG's commitment to providing a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility.
Other charging options with the MG ZS, India's first pure electric internet SUV include - free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the
customer's home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere, and charge-on-the-go with RSA (roadside
assistance).
Speaking at the inaugural ceremony, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV
charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption
of cleaner and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata
Power as a partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Noting on the inauguration, Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses have to
work with a purpose one of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily
committed to sustainable energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV
migration in India. Nagpur's first-ever superfast charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding more
cities to this exciting transformation.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 superfast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with alike expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV charging ecosystem with 200+ charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to enable an easy &amp; smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will comprise core values and
operating models that are in line with their prevailing customer-centric approach.
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MG Motor and Tata Power inaugurate first superfast EV charging Station in Nagpur by Our Corresspondent Oct 28, 2020
Public charging station to enable cars such as ZS EV to attain 80% charge in 50 minutes
Nagpur : MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited today inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in the city.
Further strengthening the electric vehicle ecosystem, the move is part of MG's recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of
50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across the country.
The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MG's commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility.
Other charging options with the MG ZS, India's first pure electric internet SUV include - free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the
customer's home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside
Assistance).
Speaking on the inauguration, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India , said, Further strengthening the EV charging
ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner
and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as
partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Commenting on the inauguration, Mr. Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses
have to work with a purpose one of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are
heavily committed to sustainable energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to
the EV migration in India. Nagpur's first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding
more cities to this exciting transformation.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy &amp; smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and
operating models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
MG ZS EV starts at an attractive price of INR 20.88 lakhs (ex-showroom, Nagpur). In less than a year of its launch, MG has rolledout more than 1,000 ZS EVs from its Halol manufacturing unit in Gujarat. The ZS EV comes with the eShield, with free-of-charge 5year manufacturer warranty for unlimited kilometers on the car, 8 yrs /150k km warranty on battery and includes round-the-clock
roadside assistance (RSA) for a period of 5 years, for private registered cars. Apart from eShield, the company has also entered in to
a strategic alliance with CarDekho.com who would be offering a pioneering 3-50 plan. CarDekho.com shall provide guaranteed
buyback to ZS EV customers at a residual value of 50% upon completion of three years of ownership.
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- The move is a part of the partnership between both the brands to deploy charging stations across the country
- The MG can be charged up to 80 per cent in 50 minutes at the facility
MG Motor India and Power Corporation have inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in the city. The move is a part of
MG's recent partnership with Tata Power for the deployment of 50 kW DC superfast charging stations across the country.
The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MG's commitment to providing a five-way charging ecosystem. The can be charged up to 80 per cent in 50 minutes at the facility.
Other charging options with the MG ZS include a free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the customer's home/office, extended
charging network, a cable to charge anywhere, and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).
MG Motor India has a total of 10 superfast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities including Delhi-NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an EV Charging ecosystem with over 200
charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand.
Speaking on the inauguration, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging
ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner
and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as
a partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
For more and information about cars, visit
|
|
|
|
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MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited have inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in Nagpur.
The move is a part of MG's recent partnership with Tata Power for the deployment of 50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across
the country. The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and
is in line with MG's commitment to providing a 5-way charging ecosystem.
The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility. Other charging options with the MG ZS include - free-of-cost
AC fast-charger installation at the customer's home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-onthe-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).
Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the
partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as a partner, a renowned
major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose one
of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily committed to sustainable
energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpur's
first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting
transformation.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi-NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with over 200 charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy and smooth customer experience.
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MG Motor &amp; Tata Power Corporation inaugurate 1st Superfast Charging EV station
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MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited today inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in the city. Further
strengthening the electric vehicle ecosystem, the move is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW
DC Superfast Charging Stations across the country.
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The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards.
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MG Motor and Tata Power inaugurate the first superfast EV charging station in Nagpur
The move is a part of a partnership between both the brands to deploy charging stations across the country. The ZS EV can be
charged up to 80 per cent in 50 minutes at the facility.
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The Public charging station, put up by MG Motor India and Tata Power, can enable cars such as the ZS EV to attain 80% charge in
50 minutes.
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited have inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in Nagpur. The move
is a part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for the deployment of 50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across the country.
The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MGs commitment to providing a 5-way charging ecosystem.
The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility. Other charging options with the MG ZS include - free-of-cost
AC fast-charger installation at the customers home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-onthe-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).
Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the
partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as a partner, a renowned
major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose one of
which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily committed to sustainable
energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpurs
first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting
transformation.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi-NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with over 200 charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy and smooth customer experience.
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The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MGs commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem.
By Ameya Naik
MG Motor India And Tata Power Employees at the inauguration of the charging station
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited today inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in the city of Nagpur.
The move is part of MG's recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW DC Superfast Charging Stations across the
country. The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in
line with MG's commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem. The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the
facility.
The MG ZS EV can be charged to 80% using this super fast charging station
Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in
the region. With Tata Power as partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a
distinct synergy together.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities - New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy &amp; smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and
operating models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
For the latest auto news and reviews , follow carandbike.com on Twitter Facebook , and subscribe to our YouTube channel.
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The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards, and can charge
the MG ZS electric vehicle up to 80% in 50 minutes.
Tata Power
Share
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited today inaugurated the first Superfast Charging EV station in Nagpur. Further
strengthening the electric vehicle ecosystem, the move is part of MGs recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 KW
DC Superfast Charging Stations across the country.
The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards and is in line with
MGs commitment to provide a 5-way charging ecosystem.
The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility. Other charging options with the MG ZS, Indias first pure electric
internet SUV, include free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the customers home/office, extended charging network, a cable to
charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).
Speaking on the inauguration, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging
ecosystem in Nagpur, the partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner
and greener mobility solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as
partner, a renowned major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Commenting on the inauguration, Rajesh Naik, Chief New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses
have to work with a purpose one of which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are
heavily committed to sustainable energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to
the EV migration in India. Nagpurs first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding
more cities to this exciting transformation.
MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to more cities. Tata Power, on the other hand, has established an
elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under the EZ Charge brand along with a digital
platform to facilitate an easy &amp; smooth customer experience. The MG-Tata Power partnership will involve core values and
operating models that are in line with their existing customer-centric approach.
MG ZS EV starts at an attractive price of INR 20.88 lakhs (ex-showroom, Nagpur). In less than a year of its launch, MG has rolled-out
more than 1,000 ZS EVs from its Halol manufacturing unit in Gujarat. The ZS EV comes with the eShield, with free-of-charge 5-year
manufacturer warranty for unlimited kilometers on the car, 8 yrs /150k km warranty on battery and includes round-the-clock roadside
assistance (RSA) for a period of 5 years, for private registered cars. Apart from eShield, the company has also entered in to a strategic
alliance with CarDekho.com who would be offering a pioneering 3-50 plan. CarDekho.com shall provide guaranteed buyback to ZS
EV customers at a residual value of 50% upon completion of three years of ownership.
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Tata Power and MG Motor India inaugurate the first superfast charging EV station in Nagpur city
https://powerline.net.in/2020/10/28/tata-power-and-mg-motor-india-inaugurate-the-first-superfast-charging-ev-station-innagpur-city/

MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited have inaugurated the first superfast charging EV station in Nagpur city in
Maharashtra. The move is part of MG's recent partnership with Tata Power for deployment of 50 kW DC superfast charging stations
across the country.
The public EV charging station is available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO fast-charging standards. The MG ZS EV
can be charged up to 80 per cent in 50 minutes at the facility. MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations
across its dealerships in five cities New Delhi- NCR, Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad with similar expansions to
more cities. Tata Power has established an elaborate EV Charging ecosystem with 200+ Charging points in 24 different cities under
the EZ Charge brand along with a digital platform to facilitate an easy and smooth customer experience
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MG &amp; Tata Power inaugurate first 50kW DC Super Fast EV Charging Station in Nagpur
https://shifting-gears.com/mg-tata-power-inaugurate-first-50kw-dc-super-fast-ev-charging-station-in-nagpur/

To reduce environmental pollution, the carbon footprint and enhance sustainability, vehicle manufacturers are pushing towards
electrification. But electricity cannot be poured into a fuel tank like petrol and diesel and EVs typically take a long time to recharge,
some even take overnight hours on a home charging system, repelling most buyers. But with a robust DC fast-charging system, a
compatible fully electric car can be recharged within an hour or kept topped up in minutes.
To boost such an electric ecosystem and decrease the range anxiety of the customer, MG Motor India joined hands with Tata Power
and signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on 8th of June 2020 under which the brand would deploy end-to-end EV charging
solutions to MG dealerships spread across India. As part of the association, the integrated power utility company will provide 50kW
DC SuperFast chargers at select MG dealership locations in India.
MG Motor India and Tata Power Corporation Limited have today inaugurated the first SuperFast Charging EV station in Nagpur. The
new 50 KW DC SuperFast Charging station is a public EV charging station available to all vehicles compatible with CCS/ CHAdeMO
fast-charging standards. To put things into perspective, the MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility.
In addition to this, MG Motor India has a total of 10 SuperFast 50 kW charging stations across its dealerships in five cities New Delhi
NCR, Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad and is committed to expanding further to more cities. On the other hand, Tata
Power, under the EZ Charge brand already has an established EV charging solution with over 200+ Charging points spread across
24 different cities in India, further strengthening MGs commitment to providing a 5-way charging ecosystem which includes 50 KW
DC SuperFast Charging, free-of-cost AC fast-charger installation at the customers home/office, extended charging network, a cable
to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA (Roadside Assistance).
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MG Motor India and Tata Power Inaugurate First Superfast EV Charging Station in Nagpur
https://in.finance.yahoo.com/news/mg-motor-india-tata-power-130049433.html

The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility. Other charging options with the MG ZS include - free-of-cost
AC fast-charger
installation at the customers home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA
(Roadside Assistance).
Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the
partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as a partner, a renowned
major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose one of
which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily committed to sustainable
energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpurs
first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting
transformation.
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MG Motor India and Tata Power Inaugurate First Superfast EV Charging Station in Nagpur
https://techtrail.in/tech-start/first-superfast-ev-charging-station-in-nagpur/
The MG ZS EV can be charged up to 80% in 50 minutes at the facility. Other charging options with the MG ZS include - free-of-cost
AC fast-charger
installation at the customers home/office, extended charging network, a cable to charge anywhere and charge-on-the-go with RSA
(Roadside Assistance).
Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor India, said, Further strengthening the EV charging ecosystem in Nagpur, the
partnership aims to provide customers with a robust charging ecosystem to promote the adoption of cleaner and greener mobility
solutions. We feel confident that it will pave the way for superior EV adoption in the region. With Tata Power as a partner, a renowned
major in the field of renewable energy, we are confident that we will create a distinct synergy together.
Rajesh Naik, Chief - New Business Services, Tata Power said, Now, more than ever, businesses have to work with a purpose one of
which is to ensure we take responsibility for protecting our environment. At Tata Power, we are heavily committed to sustainable
energy solutions. Our collaboration with MG Motor demonstrates our commitment to add impetus to the EV migration in India. Nagpurs
first-ever Superfast Charging EV station is just the beginning and we look forward to quickly adding more cities to this exciting
transformation.
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